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1 My List

Firstly, on the ‘My List’ screen choose:

Then a map appears, with all your households labelled:
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Cutting turfs

2 How to cut turf on the map?

The idea is to create a wall-like area round a group of
houses to create a turf. So, to do this, simply click and
move the mouse to begin to create this ‘wall’ and when
you’re happy with a side, click again to create another
point. Every bigger white square in the image below is a
click and every smaller white square is what you can drag
to expand or reduce the size of the turf.

In the top
right there is
also a key to
show how
many households are in each turf
and how many are left, so you don’t
miss any!

Once done, click again back on the first large square you
clicked on and your turf will turn a different colour. Your turf
is complete.

3 Saving your turfs

Once you’re happy with your turfs you can  ‘Save & Finish’-
found in the top right of the screen.

Next steps...
What can I do with these turfs?

Now you can use these turfs to produce;

• Canvass cards;

•  Create a phone campaign or;

•   Send the the turfs to MiniVAN.

’’

‘‘Remember!

People have to
deliver to these
walk to, so don’t
make them too
big…

Also, think about
routes and
journeys. Is it easy
to walk that turf?

Why would I need to do this?

Cutting turfs is a way to produce a smaller, more
manageable, list of people that makes them easier to
walk, deliver to and contact.

When would I need to do this?

So, you’re at the stage where you have your list of
people you want to speak to, and you want to cut them
down to a more manageable list. This is done by ‘cutting
turfs’. If you haven’t yet produced a list of people then
go back to 'Creating Lists' If you have, go to step 1
below:
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